
2020 price list

903-316-8995

Real Estate

STANDARD - $150 STANDARD VIDEO TOUR - $350

20+ HD photos - 5 HD (4K) video clips full video edit - exterior only

music, transition, titles - YouTube link

STANDARD PLUS - $200

30+ HD photos - 10 HD (4K) video clips PREMIUM VIDEO TOUR - $500

full video edit - interior and exterior

PREMIUM - $250 music, transition, titles - YouTube link

40+ HD Photos - 10 HD (4K) video clips

1 cinematic video tour/orbit INTERIOR ADD-ON - $10

price per staged photo

Weddings / Outdoor Events

STANDARD - $300 PREMIUM - $650

aerial coverage - HD photo and 4K Video Aerial coverage - HD photo and 4K video

3 hours unlimited Photo and Video Cinematic edit - music, transition, titles

**$100 each additional hour** 4K YouTube link, facebook link

Farm & Ranch - Large Property

STANDARD - $250 PREMIUM - $400

30+ HD photos - 10 HD (4K) video clips 40+ HD photos - 10 HD (4K) video clips

Cardinal direction full property photos Cardinal direction full property photos

cinematic edit - music, transition, titles

Action Sports

HOURLY RATE - $150 PREMIUM - $300

Team sports, equestrian, water sports, Action sports video editing. 

atv, biking and more! Unlimited shots! Cinematic edit - music, transition, titles

Wide Area Inspection / Scouting

HOURLY RATE - $150 PUBLIC SAFETY / WARRANTS - CALL

Unlimited scouting, aerial inspection, wide High altitude/aerial scouting of scenes.

area bird's eye view. HD Pictures and live Includes identification of entry points, 

point of view viewing available scene safety, fire lines, potential hazards

to public safety officials as well as 

egress points and identifiable resources. 

All HD photos are processed in post

production for optimal color and clarity. * Conducted in compliance with local,

HD 4K video clips are distrubuted as state and federal regulations regarding

captured unless a custom video edit privacy, airspace, TFRs, LAANC and visual

is requested/ordered. line of sight. *
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